Since this is a statistical review, my comments mainly relate to the Materials and Methods, and Results section of this manuscript.
Major comments
Overall, the section was well written.
Minor details
Data sources, Lines 99-101: More details about the KNHAHES survey would be helpful, especially with respect to line 100 where it says that only cancer survivorship in children and adolescents was measured in 2014. From the previous statements, it looks like KNHAHES 2013-2014 are the same survey, so more details about how those two years are structured would be helpful. It would also be helpful to know if this if a complex, multi-stage survey.
Independent variables and covariates:
Line 140-141: Income -define the ranges for low, mid-low, mid-high, or high incomes.
Cancer related variables -define what cancers are included in the "other" category.
Statistical analyses:
Line 155: "Differences in the risk" should read "differences in the prevalence" Line 156: "Trends were analyzed" -need to specify what trends were specifically analyzed. Trends in differences between responses in independent variables? Line 169-181: If you ran sensitivity analyses to see how models with and without the weights differed this would be an appropriate place to write that.
Results:
Lines 176 -182: The methods section talked about chi-square analyses, but they are not mentioned anywhere in the text or in Tables 2 and 3 : label the significant ORs using an asterisk(*), with a script at the bottom of the table defining its use. Since the * is used to label the reference group for the ages, use a superscripted number or the crosses used in Table 5 to label 45-64 as the reference group and model adjustment variables -In the age at diagnosis group, the reference group is in the middle. It would be more consistent with the rest of the table if the reference group was moved to the top of the group. The authors don't need to change the group in the analysis, just in the formatting of the table Lines 213-"prevalence" should read "the association remained higher in cancer survivors…" Response: We have modified the references to fit the format of the journal.
2) At p. 6, please specify the list of multiple primary cancers. The list was provided later though.
Response: We accepted this point by revising the sentence on how multiple primary cancers were treated and examples were illustrated. 3) I suggest the authors to address why the cancer stage was not included in the analytic plan. Cancer stage will be the strong predictor of measuring the depression or suicide rate. Provide the reason.
Response: The Korean National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (KNHANES) is a nationwide survey of the health and nutritional state, and the information about cancer stage was not measured. We have described this as one of the limitations of the current study in Discussion. 4) At p.10, address the reason why the group of married and single was combined. Need a justification.
Response: We accept the point you raised. We rechecked the foundation of the logic of marital status for previous analysis and re-categorized single status (0% of suicide attempts among 20 single cancer patients) into the same category as with widowed, separated, or divorced. Subsequent changes in results were described in the table and sentence. methods and results. (These numerous changes are directly illustrated in the manuscript and tables). 5) State more about multi-stage complex sampling design. The paragraph, why authors did not do sampling weights, is vague.
Response: We added more detailed description on the sampling plan. We also repeated weighted regression but we decided to present unweighted results only, since yet the weighted regression with rare outcome (table 5) was not available and the weighted and unweighted results were similar to each other. Furthermore, the weighted analysis is not recommended in a multi-stage complex sampling design when the proportion of subjects included in the study is very small relative to the number of subjects participating in the survey; the proportion of cancer survivors was only 3.4% in this study. (174) (175) (176) (177) (178) (179) (180) (181) 6) I am not sure what does the term "general population" in the result section mean. Is it referring non cancer group or do authors have norm group for the comparison? Clarify this.
Response: We have changed the term "general population" to non-cancer group, where it is relevant.
Reviewer 2
Comments and Responses regarding Data sources: 1) Lines 99-101: More details about the KNHAHES survey would be helpful, especially with respect to line 100 where it says that only cancer survivorship in children and adolescents was measured in 2014. From the previous statements, it looks like KNHAHES 2013-2014 are the same survey, so more details about how those two years are structured would be helpful.
Response: We accepted the point and we clarified this by mentioning that data were drawn from three waves and the years included for the analysis were specified. (Line 102-104) 2) It would also be helpful to know if this if a complex, multi-stage survey. Response: The range of household income was defined and provided by data collector of Korean Center for Disease Control and Prevention. The quartile range was basically calculated for each age and gender strata in every survey year. For example, the quartile ranges for female with age of 30-34 in 2013 was lower than 136.92, 136.93-192.45, 192.46-276.95 , more than 276.95, corresponding to low, mid-low, mid-high, and high categories. As this is the situation, illustrating all ranges is not possible and we added sentences for clarify how household income was defined. Response: This line of sentence was wrongly placed from an early draft and we deleted this as this analysis is no longer relevant to the current data analysis.
3) Line 169-181: If you ran sensitivity analyses to see how models with and without the weights differed this would be an appropriate place to write that.
Response: As suggested, we ran the analysis with and without applying weights. But we decided to present unweighted results only, since yet the weighted regression with rare outcome (table 5) was not available and the weighted and unweighted results were similar to each other. Furthermore, the weighted analysis is not recommended in a multi-stage complex sampling design when the proportion of subjects included in the study is very small relative to the number of subjects participating in the survey; the proportion of cancer survivors was only 3.4% in this study Comments and Responses regarding Results: 1) Lines 176 -182: The methods section talked about chi-square analyses, but they are not mentioned anywhere in the text or in Table 1 . If these tests were run, please include p-values from the analyses in the Table and reference them in the text.
Response: This line of sentence was wrongly placed from an early draft and we deleted this as this analysis is no longer relevant to the current data analysis.
2) Table 1 -label the ranges for the income categories Response: As explained in the above, household income quartile is separately estimated for age and sex stratum in each survey year and thus it would be too lengthy if we included all the ranges. Tables 2 and 3 : label the significant ORs using an asterisk(*), with a script at the bottom of the table defining its use. Since the * is used to label the reference group for the ages, use a superscripted number or the crosses used in Table 5 to label 45-64 as the reference group and model adjustment variables
Response: As suggested, we presented p values in table 2, 3, 4, and 5. 5) In the age at diagnosis group, the reference group is in the middle. It would be more consistent with the rest of the table if the reference group was moved to the top of the group. The authors don't need to change the group in the analysis, just in the formatting of the 
GENERAL COMMENTS
Clearly, a two-stage sampling method was used in the KNHANES, therefore, I strongly suggest using statistical models for complex survey data to adjust for survey settings. Ignore study design would result in incorrect standard errors, confidence intervals and test statistics. All the main stream statistical softwares, such as SAS and Stata have mature commands to do this and I'm curious why the authors did not take advantage of them. Major revision is needed for all the analyses before considering acceptance.
VERSION 2 -AUTHOR RESPONSE
We accepted the point you raised. We reran the logistic regression analysis applying complex survey sampling weights and subsequent changes were followed in abstracts, methods, results, and discussion (these numerous changes are directly illustrated in the manuscript and tables). Because results from weighted regression were similar with those from unweighted regression, changes in results and discussion were minimal. 
GENERAL COMMENTS
The authors have addressed the statistical issue that I put forward. I have no more comments.
